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In this paper, we propose a practical way to stabilize half-hydrogenated graphene (graphone). We
show that the dipole moments induced by a hexagonal-boron nitride (h-BN) substrate on graphene
stabilize the hydrogen atoms on one sublattice of the graphene layer and suppress the migration
of the adsorbed hydrogen atoms. Based upon first principle spin polarized density of states (DOS)
calculations, we show that the graphone obtained in different graphene/h-BN heterostructures ex-
hibits a half metallic state. We propose to use this new exotic material for spin valve systems and
other spintronics devices.
PACS numbers:
I. INTRODUCTION
The low electronic density of states near the fermi en-
ergy and the atomic thickness of graphene make it a very
attractive material for high frequency large-scale inte-
grated electronics1. However, due to its semi-metallic
nature (zero band-gap at neutrality point), graphene ex-
hibits a small ON/OFF switching ratio (<10 at room
temperature). This problem inhibits the application of
graphene for charge based logic devices and integrated
circuits.2–4
One possibility to overcome the small ON/OFF switch
ratio is to control charge current via spin. The pro-
posed mechanisms to adjust the current include apply-
ing an external magnetic field or a magnetization switch-
ing (charge based) via spin polarized current in spin
valve systems and tunneling magneto resistance (TMR)
devices.5–8. The magnetic properties of graphene have
also been extensively studied in the recent years.9–15 It
has been shown, that pure graphene exhibits only weak
antiferromagnetic (AF) order9 at near room tempera-
ture. However, studies of structural and other defects
show that induced sp3-type hybridization, such as mono-
vacancies create a local spin moment and, in certain
circumstances, promote a robust long range magnetic
order10,11.
A similar effect is obtained by chemical func-
tionalization of the graphene with elements such as
hydrogen.10,11,16,17 Maximum magnetic moment (1µB
per cell) is predicted for the half hydrogenated-graphene
(graphone). In such theoretical systems the hydrogen
atoms are adsorbed by only one graphene sublattice. In-
duced sp3 hybridization then results in localized mag-
netic moment in the same way as for defects. However,
the overlap between the pz orbitals of the nearest car-
bons is sufficient to create a long range magnetic order
at room temperature11. The pz orbitals have a near 3 eV
band gap18,19 in graphone.
Although graphone could make a breakthrough in spin-
tronics, its fabrication is an experimentally challenging
task. Fundamentally, there are two obstacles: i) the
symmetry between sublattices, and ii) the lack of bar-
rier for the trapped hydrogen atoms to migrate between
the sublattices.20
Recently, there has been some progress in fabrication
of partially hydrogenated graphene21,22 under certain ex-
perimental conditions (i.e low temperature)21. Zhou et
al proposed a functionalized heterostructures of fully hy-
drogenated graphene (graphane) on the top of hexagonal-
boron nitride (h-BN)23. The idea is creating an active
nitrogen agent by exposing the system to fluorine. The
instability of nitrogen-fluorine bond will increase the elec-
tronegativity of nitrogen thus creating an active nitro-
gen site. By applying pressure on the fluorinated h-BN
layer, the system undergoes a structural transition from
graphane to semi-hydrogenated graphene by adsorption
of all the hydrogen atoms from one sublattice in graphane
to h-BN layer23.
Hexagonal boron nitride is the insulating isomorph of
graphite (honeycomb lattice with boron and nitrogen
on two adjacent sublattices) with a large band gap of
5.97 eV. It was shown24 that it is a superior substrate
for graphene for homogenous and high quality graphene
fabrication24–26. The small lattice mismatching (1.7%)
and atomically planer structure of h-BN (free of dangling
bonds and charge traps) preserve properties of graphene
such as charge carrier mobility.
In this paper, we present a practical method to solve
the two obstacles (symmetry of two sublattices and mo-
bility of hydrogen) using the functionalized graphene hy-
brid structure with h-BN. Our proposed experimental set
up includes two steps: fabrication of graphene on h-BN
substrate then exposing the system into the hydrogen
plasma. The electrical dipole induced by the substrate
in addition to small buckling of carbon bonds will trap
hydrogen in one sublattice and will kinematically stabi-
lize the system.
We show that for h-BN the difference in electronega-
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2tivity of nitrogen and boron creates a dipole moment for
each nitrogen site. This dipole moment breaks the equiv-
alency of two carbon atoms in two different graphene sub-
lattices. The similar screening effect has been reported in
multilayer graphene but with different strength27. More-
over, the screening effect of h-BN will generate a buck-
ling in the graphene layer. This buckling will change the
vertical position of the one sublattice with respect to the
other sublattice and will enhance the coverage rate of the
hydrogen in one sublattice. The dipole moment is also
responsible for the increased migration barrier in the ad-
sorbed hydrogen atoms, effectively pinning the hydrogen
atoms to one sublattice.
We also show that the very same dipole moment in-
duced by the h-BN substrate changes the fermi energy
of the graphone layer and decreases the band gap of the
graphone from near 3 eV in pristine graphone to 1.93 eV
in graphone/h-BN heterostructure.19
FIG. 1: TMR transistor: Graphone(B)/h-BN/Graphone(B),
two ferromagnetic layers of graphone and few (three) layer of
h-BN between
We also show that the spin-orbit coupling (SOC) in
the graphone increases due to a change in hybridization.
In graphene, carbon has small SOC due to its sp2 hy-
bridization. The d orbital has the main contribution in
creating a 24 µeV intrinsic band-gap28. However, it has
been seen that the hydrogen atom enhances spin orbit
interactions in graphene via transition from sp2 to sp3
type hybridization due to bending of bonds between car-
bon atoms29,30. We show this effect will increase in the
presence of the h-BN.
Finally, we propose to use the graphone/h-BN het-
erostructures in TMR devices as shown in Fig. 1. The
tunneling current is tuned by changing the magnetization
of the one of the electrodes.5–8 We show that multilayer
graphone/h-BN heterostructure is a half metal with near
100% spin polarization. It was speculated before31 that
such materials are ideal for the TMR devices.
This paper is organized as follows. In II we describe the
methods we use. In section III we show how the screen-
ing effect of h-BN depends on stacking. In section IV, we
calculate the mobility of hydrogen atoms on both pristine
graphene and graphene/h-BN heterostructure. In section
IV, we show that the graphone/h-BN heterostructure is
stable. In section V, we perform spin polarized calcula-
tions, determine the stable magnetic state, and the mag-
nitude of the SOC. In section VI, we show that not only
h-BN heterostructure can be used to trap hydrogen for
fabrication of graphone, but could also be utilized as an
insulator in TMR devices.
II. METHODS
All calculations have been done within the first princi-
ple framework of the Quantum ESPRESSO package32.
We utilize both the local density33 (LDA) and the gener-
alized gradient approximations34 (GGA) for graphone on
top of h-BN. In addition to GGA, van der Waals (VDW)
interactions have been treated through VDW-DF2 code35
within the Quantum ESPRESSO package.
It was shown36 previously, that LDA is accurate for cal-
culations of the interlayer binding in graphite and multi-
layer graphene, while GGA better matches the exper-
imental data for intra-band interactions and structure.
We note, however, that the discrepancy between the two
methods is small and is not essential for the main results
of our paper.
LDA calculations are done under ultra-soft, norm-
conserving Perdew-Zunger33 (PZ) exchange correlation
with the energy cut-off of 60 Ry. For finding optimized
structure and activation energy, we used a large supercell,
5×5 unit cells, to prevent overlapping between distorted
areas. Also, a 20 A˚ vacuum space was used to avoid
interactions between two periodic layers.
To find the minimum-energy paths through the mi-
gration barrier for the hydrogen atoms, the strong dis-
tortion of covalent bonds must be taken into account.
For this purpose, we used nudged-elastic-band (NEB)
method outlined in Reference 20.
For finding the optimized structure, we used conjugate-
gradient (CG) method with the force and energy conver-
gence parameters 10−3 Ry/a.u. and 10−5 Ry, respec-
tively. A mesh of 4×4×1 k-points in the Mokhorst-Park
method37 and a cold smearing38 of 0.01 eV degauss was
implemented.
For the calculation of the magnetic properties, we
used a spin-polarized LDA (LSDA) with a fully rel-
ativistic and norm-conserving Perdew-Burke-Ernzerholf
(PBE) method34 which has non-linear core corrections;
energy and charge density cut-offs were 50 eV and 500
eV, respectively. We used a non-collinear calculation in
the presence of SOC with all spins constrained along the
z-direction. Our supercell consists of 2× 2 unit-cells.
To find the SOC, we fit the band structure of
graphone/h-BN with SOC to the tight binding model
near the Dirac point. A marzari-vanderbilt (m-v) smear-
ing of 0.01 eV has been used for calculating density of
states. The force and energy optimization accuracy was
10−3 Ry/a.u. and 10−5 Ry, respectively.
3III. STACKING GRAPHENE ON H-BN
In this section, we discuss the different ways of stacking
in the graphene/h-BN layers, in which both graphene
and h-BN have the hexagonal lattices. The graphene has
carbon atoms in both sublattices, while h-BN has boron
in one sublattice and nitrogen in the other.
Let us, at the moment, ignore the small (about 1.7 %)
mismatch between the graphene and h-BN lattices. The
three most symmetric stacking variations are AA, AB-I,
and AB-II: for AA stacking, Fig. 2a, each carbon atom
of one sublattice of graphene is on top of a boron atom of
h-BN, while each carbon atom of the other sublattice of
graphene is on top of the nitrogen atom of h-BN; for AB-
I staking, Fig. 2b, each carbon atom of one sublattice of
graphene is on top of a boron atom of h-BN, while each
carbon atom of the other sublattice of graphene is on top
of the center of a hexagon of h-BN; for AB-I staking, Fig.
2c, each carbon atom of one sublattice of graphene is on
top of nitrogen atom of h-BN, while each carbon atom of
the other sublattice of graphene is on top of the center
of a hexagon of h-BN. First principle calculations39,40
show that AB-II stacking configuration has a much larger
energy and thus can be ignored. For the rest of the paper
we will use AB to refer to AB-I stacking.
FIG. 2: Different ways of stacking of graphene on top of h-
BN: a) AA stacking; b) AB-I stacking; b) AB-II stacking. See
full description in the text.
Although, the precise stacking control of graphene on
h-BN is problematic, Wei Yang et al26 showed that epi-
taxial growth of graphene on h-BN may allow for pure
selectional stacking in this heterostructure.
Different stacking types will affect the electrical prop-
erties of the substrate, such as the dipole moment, differ-
ently. AB stacking provides larger asymmetry between
boron and nitrogen environments of h-BN lattice than
AA stacking. This difference is taken into account in our
calculations.
Consider now a small lattice mismatching (1.7 %) be-
tween graphene and h-BN lattices. This mismatch will
create a large moire´ pattern as seen in Fig. 3. Given
small lattice mismatching and small twisting angle (in
the case where we do not have pure AB or AA-stacking),
we can divide the supercell into two main stacking do-
mains: AA-stacking at the corners and AB-stacking at
1/3 and 2/3 of the long diagonal41. These domains fill
most of the area inside the supercells. For each domain,
we will have a preference site for hydrogen adsorption on
FIG. 3: Creation of moire´ pattern in the presence of lattice
mismatching between graphene and h-BN sublattice26
just one sublattice related to the stacking of the domain.
IV. HYDROGEN ADSORPTION
In this section, we first show that in the graphene h-BN
heterostucture for both stacking AA and AB, the hydro-
gen is adsorbed predominantly on one sublattice of the
graphene lattice. The half hydrogenated graphene will
then normally become perfect graphone. We show that
this graphone is stable with respect to hydrogen migra-
tion and desorption. We compare the energy differences,
migration barriers, migration energies and binding ener-
gies of AA and AB stacking with that of pristine gra-
phone.
There are three high symmetry adsorption sites per
unit cell for pristine graphone and for any stacking types
of the heterostucture. The hydrogen atom can be ad-
sorbed on the sublattice A, sublattice B, or in the center
of the hexagon C of graphene, see Fig. 4.
We use LDA, GGA, and VDW methods to find the
energy difference, ∆Eba = Ea−Eb and ∆Ebc = Ec−
Eb, between different graphones, A, B, and C, for both
stacking types and for the pristine case. The results are
shown in the Table I.
Config. ∆Eba ∆Ebc
LDA GGA VDW LDA GGA VDW
Pristine 0 0.02
AB 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.05
AA 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.07 0.08
TABLE I: Energy differences (in eV) per unit cell, ∆Eba =
Ea − Eb and ∆Ebc = Ec − Eb for different types of gra-
phone, A , B, C, pristine graphone and for different kinds of
stacking AB and AA. For three different types of configura-
tions (AA, AB, and pristine graphone) using LDA, GGA, and
VDW approximations.
For pristine graphone, where there are no inter-planar
VDW interactions, our results reproduce the results of
4FIG. 4: The first row shows different hydrogenations of
graphene, the second row shows different hydrogenations of
AB stacking, and the third shows that for AA stacking. Hy-
drogenation differs by the placement of the hydrogen atom
within the unit cell. The first column is graphone(A), the
second is graphone(B) and the third is graphone(C). We refer
to them in the text as AB-C – this is AB stacked heterostruc-
ture which forms graphone(C).
the previous work20 which used GGA calculation. It is
also no surprise that the graphone(A) and graphone(B)
have the same energy, as in the pristine case there is
no difference between them. The energy of a pristine
graphone(C) is larger then the energy of pristine gra-
phone(A) or (B).
For the graphene h-BN heterostructure the results are
different. In both AA and AB stacking there is no sym-
metry between different sublattices. From Table I, we
see that the graphone(B) where hydrogen adsorbs to the
sublattice B (the sublattice where is not on top of the
boron atoms for both AA and AB stacking types), has
the smallest energy for both ways of stacking. All three
methods LDA, GGA, and VDW also show that for both
kinds of stacking, graphone(C) has a larger energy than
graphone(A).
The conclusion is that the site shown in the column B
of Fig. 4 is the preference site for hydrogen adsorption. If
the hydrogen atoms adsorb to all sites B on the hexagonal
lattice, the result is pure graphone(B).
We next check the stability of this graphone. First, we
check graphone(B) for both ways of stacking against re-
moval of one hydrogen atom or two neighboring hydrogen
atoms. The results of LDA, GGA, and VDW calculations
for both kinds of stacking as well as for pristine graphone
is shown in Table II.
The conclusion is that graphone(B) is stable against
desorption of hydrogen for both AA and AB stacking
types of the h-BN/graphene heterostructure. We note
Config. H-Binding energy Removal of two H
LDA GGA VDW LDA GGA VDW
Pristine 1.15 -5.31
AB 1.10 1.01 1.12 0.32 0.36 0.38
AA 1.09 1.01 1.10 0.31 0.33 0.34
TABLE II: Binding energy for one and two neighboring hy-
drogen atoms for graphone(B) for pristine, AA, and AB stack-
ing variations. The energies are given in eV per unit-cell.
that the pristine graphone is not stable against desorp-
tion of two neighboring hydrogen atoms.
Finally, we check the stability of graphone(B) against
migration of the hydrogen atom to a nearest site on an-
other sublattice. In order to do that, we calculate both
the migration energy and migration barrier. We denote
these graphone types as graphone(A), graphone(B) and
graphone(C).
For finding the migration energy, one hydrogen atom is
moved per supercell (5×5 unit-cell) to the nearby sublat-
tice and then the energy difference per unit-cell for these
two configurations is found. The migration barrier has
been derived by the minimum-energy path calculation
under the NEB method.42 NEB results for four different
supercells, 2× 2 , 3× 3, 4× 4 and 5× 5 indicate a fairly
small (less than 5 %) correlation effect of two distorted
adjacent supercells. For pristine graphone, only the GGA
calculation was performed and results are in agreement
with the previous work.20
Config. Migration barrier Migration energy
LDA (NEB) LDA GGA VDW
Pristine 0.06 -1.44
AB 0.18 -0.87 -1.04 -0.64
AA 0.12 -0.93 -1.12 -0.82
TABLE III: Migration barrier and migration energy for three
different types of configurations.
It was previously shown20 that the small migration
barrier makes the pristine graphone unstable against hy-
drogen migration. Indeed we see in Table III that this
barrier is just 0.06 eV. The table also shows a substan-
tial increase in the migration barrier for both AA and
AB stacking. This increase is due to the screening effect
of h-BN.
Such barriers will decrease the mobility of hydrogen
atoms on top of the graphene layer in the presence of
h-BN. If we start with half hydrogenated graphene, from
the Arrhenius equation, e
(− ∆EkBT ), at room temperature,
the transition probability will be less than 0.001 and from
τ ∼ ~kBT e
( ∆EkBT
)
the naive estimate for transition time will
be 10−10 sec. The transition time increases rapidly by
decreasing temperature whereas at T = 60K, the transi-
tion time reaches to the order of 1 sec.
The migration energy for both types of stacking is
still negative, although substantially less than for pris-
tine graphone. Although this still makes the boat gra-
5phone (see Fig. 5) the most stable configuration ther-
modynamically, if one exposes the graphene/hBN to the
hydrogen plasma, graphone(B) will be the most stable
case kinematically. This can be understood from the fact
that carbon atoms belonging to sublattice B come first
in contact with hydrogen atoms and they then encounter
a large migration barrier due to the presence of the sub-
strate. Moreover, it has been shown recently19,43 that
half-hydrogenated graphene only in one sublattice can
be fabricated within the selective desorption of hydro-
gen atoms from one side of the chair graphone44. Such
produced graphone then will be stabilized by the high mi-
gration barrier for the h-BN/graphene heterostructure.
FIG. 5: Optimized structure for boat graphone/h-BN with
2×2 supercell.
V. MAGNETIC PROPERTIES OF
GRAPHONE/H-BN
One of the main reasons why pristine graphone(A) or
graphone(B) are interesting and promising is the mag-
netic properties of these materials. It has been shown by
spin-polarized first principle calculation in LSDA scheme
that graphone (A or B) has about 1 µB per unit-cell
magnetization16. Unfortunately, pristine graphone is not
stable enough to be of any practical use.
In the previous section, we showed that h-BN substrate
considerably increases the graphone(B) stability, making
it feasible for further studies. It is, however, important to
show that such stabilized graphone still has the magnetic
properties expected from the pristine graphone. In this
section, we present the results of our LSDA with GGA
calculations for graphone(B) on h-BN substrate.
FIG. 6: Different magnetization states of graphone(B)/h-BN
with their relative energy: a) ferromagnetic with 1 µB per
unit-cell magnetization which is the most stable configuration,
b) AFM state with zero magnetization, and c) normal state.
Our calculations were done with fully relativistic PBE-
GGA pseudo potential with non-linear core corrections
and cold smearing with 0.001 eV degauss. Our supercell
consists of 2 × 2 unit-cells with 20 A˚ vacuum layer and
16 × 16 × 1 Monkhorst-Pack k-points mesh. The result
shows about 1 µB magnetization and a 0.42 eV (per unit-
cell) energy difference between the ferromagnetic state
(FM) and the normal state, see Fig. 6.
The band structure of the optimized graphone(B)/h-
BN is shown in Fig. 7. Group symmetry near K-point
and Γ-point is C3 and C3ν respectively, whereas the pi
∗
band is located in the vicinity of the fermi energy.30 Up
to the first order in momentum near the K-point and Γ-
point, these bands are described by the following SOC
Hamiltonians:
HτKsoc = λ
br(kxsy − kysx) + τλisz (1)
HΓsoc = λ
br(kxsy − kysx) (2)
FIG. 7: a) Optimized structure for graphone(B)/h-BN b)
Band structure of graphone/h-BN (fully relativistic GGA)
with considering SOC.
The two terms in Eq. (2), correspond to induced
Bychkov-Rashba-like SOC with λbr = 0.1 meV and in-
trinsic SOC with λi = 1.2 meV, respectively. τ is +1
(−1) for the K (K’) point. λi is half of the band splitting
of pi∗ band in the vicinity of fermi energy at the K point
(2.4 meV) and λbr was obtained at the Γ point.
The increase of λi in comparison to λi = 12µeV for
graphene28 is due to the bending of the carbon bonds, see
Fig. 7. This bending changes the sp2, plane graphene,
hybridization to sp3, diamond like, hybridization. This
value of λi is comparable to fully hydrogenated graphene
in both sides (chair graphane29), which reported to have
8.7 meV band splitting.
VI. TMR DEVICE:
GRAPHONE/H-BN/GRAPHONE
Tunneling magneto resistance occurs in magnetic tun-
nel junctions that consist of two ferromagnetic metallic
6layers with a good insulator in between. The tunnel-
ing current is then controlled by switching magnetiza-
tion in one of the layers. It is important for these devices
that the ferromagnetic layers have highly spin polarized
electronic states near the fermi energy. In this section,
we show that graphone/h-BN multilayer heterostructures
possess nearly 100% polarized states at the fermi energy
and thus are perfect half metals. We also show that the
magnetic properties of the graphone can be controlled
and enhanced by changing the number of layers of h-BN.
h-BN has a large band gap (6 eV) and can be a good
insulator for fabrication of TMR devices. These prop-
erties of the multilayer graphene h-BN heterostructures
can open new horizons in spintronics.
We perform the same LDA, GGA, and VDW structure
calculation for two layers of graphone(B) with 1, 2, and 3
layers of AA-stacked h-BN sandwiched in between. The
results are shown in Table IV.
Structure LDA GGA VDW
dCB d
⊥
CC dCB d
⊥
CC dCB d
⊥
CC
graphone 3.12 0.38 3.13 0.30 3.13 0.32
g/1bn/g 2.60 0.28 2.72 0.29 3.19 0.30
g/2bn/g 1.95 0.38 2.10 0.38 3.08 0.30
g/3bn/g 2.48 0.28 2.47 0.30 3.01 0.31
TABLE IV: Optimized structure (in A˚): dCB is the distance
between carbon on top of the boron atom and d⊥cc is the ver-
tical distance between two carbon atoms which belong to the
same layer. It shows the magnitude of the bond bending.
We calculated the spin polarized density of states for
the three multilayer structures using LSDA scheme with
0.01 eV degauss and cold smearing. The structural pa-
rameters for this calculations was taken from the VDW
results. The results are shown in Fig. 8.
All three heterostructures show half metallic behavior
near the fermi-energy. The spin up gap varies between 1
and 2 eV. According to Julliere model31, such half metal-
lic materials with 100% spin polarization are ideal for
fabrication of TMR devises.
VII. CONCLUSION
We proposed a feasible way to fabricate graphone in ex-
periment by exposing the graphene/h-BN bilayer to the
hydrogen plasma. The dipole moments induced by h-BN
orchestrates the hydrogen pattern on the graphene layer.
From first principle calculations, we have shown the pres-
ence of the preference site for hydrogen adsorption and
an increment in migration barrier due to the screening ef-
fect of h-BN. The results show induced dipole moments
by h-BN will trap hydrogen atoms to only one sublattice
and will also kinematically stabilize the graphone layer.
The calculated band structures for the optimized gra-
phone(B) on h-BN shows that the screening effect of
h-BN not only reduces the band gap (from near 3 eV
in pristine graphone to 1.93 eV in the graphone/h-BN
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FIG. 8: Optimized structure and spin-polarized DOS (all the
energies are in eV) for double-layered graphone(B) and a)
single , b) double and c) triple-layered AA-stacked h-BN in
between.
heterostructure19), but will also effectively change the
fermi energy in the graphone layer.
Finally, we have shown that multilayer heterostruc-
tures (several layers of h-BN are sandwiched in between
two layers of graphone) are half metal with near 100%
spin polarization. We propose to use such heterostruc-
tures in TMR devices.
We note, that it is also possible to use different ele-
ments such as fluorine as an adsorbent on graphene/h-BN
heterostructures. These new materials will have different
binding energies, migration barriers, and electronic prop-
erties. Doping h-BN will change the fermi energy of the
graphone layer in addition to affecting hydrogen pattern
on the graphene lattice. Therefore, it may provide the
mechanism for control of the hydrogen pattern and elec-
tronic properties of the heterostructures.
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